Summary Annual Review
2019

Tackling poverty and
isolation to

change lives and
communities

76

19

Projects supported

Places of Welcome and growing

5

Networks coordinated

16
16

Workshops delivered

67

Network meetings

Churches supported

£26,000

£83,000

received £26,000 in grants and

secured funding for projects in

donations this year

the next two years

A snapshot of some of
our work
Spotlight on
The Toton Churches Holiday Food and Fun Club
launched in Summer 2019 after months of planning and
TNT support. The breakfast club opened on every
Wednesday morning in August. Over 70 children
attended over the course of the 4 sessions, with each

Networks
Transforming Notts Together coordinates a number of
networks around Nottinghamshire to bring together
project leaders, build relationships and promote joined up
working. They are:
Faith Action Nottingham
- 72 members representing 49 organisations
Faith Action Mansfield
- 30 members representing 20 organisations
Sutton Support Network
- 21 members representing 14 organisations

person recieving a cooked breakfast and children also
receiving take-away packed lunch.
A parent said:
"I love the holiday club the church did this year. I went to
the breakfast club this morning and it exceeded my
expectations. The ladies had really gone to town, lovely
breakfast and they even sent the children home with a
packed lunch. I will definitely be going every
Wednesday. Thank you so much to all the ladies and
gentlemen that take the time to volunteer and keep
Toton a lovely community."

Places of Welcome
- 19 venues with more in the pipeline for 2020
We also support Faith Action Retford

If you would like to connect with your local network, or
partner with us to set one up in your area, then get in
touch.

Our Key Themes
Financial Inclusion - Food poverty - Homelessness
Loneliness - Refugees & Asylum seekers

“A fantastic communicator - I have been inspired
to meet my community in simple
loving ways.”
“I loved the fast pace and materials that are really
helpful to get us talking and thinking.”
"Definitely a useful tool to use with my clients."

- Quotes from TNT workshops

Transforming Notts Together is a Joint Venture
between the Church Urban Fund (CUF) and the

transformnotts

@TransformNotts
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TogetherNetwork,
Network all of them
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www.transformingnottstogether.org.uk

linked by faith and driven by the desire to tackle
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